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                            TM21209/..                        
                    

                                            
                            Notebook, flexible two-coloured cover, inner block in lines.                        
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                            Notebook, soft two-coloured cover, inner block in lines.                        
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                            Notebook, hard cover with an elastic band and pen holder.                        
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                            Notebook, soft cover, large format, inner block in square.                        
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                            Notebook, flexible cover, inner block in lines.                        
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                            Notebook, soft cover with elastic band and pen holder, inner block in lines.                        
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                            Notebook, squere soft cover, inner block in lines.                        
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                            Notebook, soft black cover with colored edges and with a ribbon.                        
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                            Double-sided notebook, soft cover, blank/squared.                        
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Perfection and functional details are the essence of thINKme® notebooks.
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                                            FSC® paper                                        
                                        
                                    

                                                                                                    
                                        Certified raw material from sources using sustainable forest management.
                                    

                                                            

                        

                                            
                            
                                                                    
                                        
                                            Rounded corners                                        
                                        
                                    

                                                                                                    
                                        The aesthetic finish of the notebook is required by a perfect technique.
                                    

                                                            

                        

                                            
                            
                                                                    
                                        
                                            Chamois paper                                        
                                        
                                    

                                                                                                    
                                        Natural ecru paper, not bleached.
                                    

                                                            

                        

                                            
                            
                                                                    
                                        
                                            Elastic band                                        
                                        
                                    

                                                                                                    
                                        Vertical or horizontal elastic band closes the notebook tightly
                                    

                                                            

                        

                                            
                            
                                                                    
                                        
                                            Penholder                                        
                                        
                                    

                                                                                                    
                                        Solution that allows you to create a set in the easiest way.
                                    

                                                            

                        

                                            
                            
                                                                    
                                        
                                            Perforated sheets                                        
                                        
                                    

                                                                                                    
                                        Most notebooks have the last 8 sheets with perforation allowing you to tear off and take the note with you.
                                    

                                                            

                        

                                            
                            
                                                                    
                                        
                                            Ribbon                                        
                                        
                                    

                                                                                                    
                                        A color-matched ribbon for marking the currently written page of the notebook.
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                    ENOTE                

                                        
                    Classic notebook at a very good price!

Discover the collection of notebooks and advertising planners

in very business colors, with lots of functional details.
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                            RMST991027..                        
                    

                                            
                            Antibacterial notebook in hard cover, elastic bank. Inner block: lines. Fully in European production.                        
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                            Notebook with elastic band and penholder, hard cover.                        
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                            Hard cover notebook, elastic band and penholder.                        
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                            Flexible notebook with soft cover material.                        
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                        Mellow                        
                            EN24700/..                        
                    

                                            
                            Elastic notebook/planner with elastic band.                        
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                        Velvet                        
                            EN24720/..                        
                    

                                            
                            Hard cover notebook/planner with double ribbon.                        
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                            Flexible notebook with elastic band and penholder. Soft cover material.                        
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                        Simply                        
                            EN21216/..                        
                    

                                            
                            A5 notebook with eye-catching stitching. Inner block in squares, ecru color. White sleeve with the possibility of marking.                        
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                                Services                            

                                                                            
                                A wide range of our services will satisfy even the most demanding customers.
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                                            digital printing                                        
                                        
                                    

                                                                                                    
                                        The printout is characterized by high softness and photorealistic quality. Digital printing is an ideal type of printing for photos and color motifs with many colors and their interpenetration.
                                    

                                                            

                        

                                            
                            
                                                                    
                                        
                                            silk screen printing                                        
                                        
                                    

                                                                                                    
                                        Silk-screen printing is one of the printing methods used for one or multicolored branding of promotional items, notebooks, writing instruments, on different surfaces.
                                    

                                                            

                        

                                            
                            
                                                                    
                                        
                                            metalic foil                                        
                                        
                                    

                                                                                                    
                                        Foil stamping creates an amazing effect! Enriched with gold and silver colors. Colorful foil with a logo make the notebook stand out and add a touch of luxury. 
                                    

                                                            

                        

                                            
                            
                                                                    
                                        
                                            embossing                                        
                                        
                                    

                                                                                                    
                                        Also known as debossing, this is our most popular option. Your logo will look great pressed into the cover of a notebook. Available on every product we sell, blind embossing is a subtle way to promote your brand.
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                        Provence                        
                            TM21213/..                        
                    

                                            
                            Notebook, soft cover with a ribbon, squared chamois paper.                        
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                        Tabby Justy                        
                            TM21224/..                        
                    

                                            
                            Notebook, hard cover with an elastic band and pen holder, inner block in a line.                        
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                            Notebook, flexible cover, inner block in lines.                        
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                            Soft notebook, two-piece cover, inner block in squared.                        
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                            Notebook, soft cover with elastic band, large format, inner block in squared.                        
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                            TM23105/..                        
                    

                                            
                            Tabby powerbank, colored cover.                        
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                    Cooperation                

                        
                                    
                        
                            

                            
                                How can I order?                            

                            
                                Choose products from our website or catalog. Send request (contact form) by mail or fax with information as follow: product code (name and color), number, full company contact details. If ordered products are to be marked, should be sent the adequately prepared logo...
                            

                                                    

                    

                                    
                        
                            

                            
                                With who do we cooperate?                            

                            
                                General Conditions of Supply and Sales, which are applicable in Happy Gifts Europe Sp. z o. o., you can download HERE. The specific conditions relating to prices and payments must be determined individually – in this case, please contact our Sales Department...
                            

                                                    

                    

                                    
                        
                            

                            
                                What tools can I use when working?                            

                            
                                We offer tools created for your needs: catalog, folders, templates and samples of products, exposition materials. In addition: our sales department helps with any orders, questions and valuations. We offer a wide range of products, fast services, attractive prices, discounts...
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                            Info                        

                                        
                        	
            
                Privacy policy            
                                
	
            
                General Conditions of Sales            
                                


                        

                

                            
                                            
                            Address                        

                                        
                        Happy Gifts

Europe sp. z o.o.

41-902 Bytom,

ul. Pszczyńska 2
                    

                

                            
                                            
                            Contact                        

                                        
                        	Rafał (+48) 607430821

 Paulina (+48) 601171973
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